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The hero of the story travels with a group of young people
to a camp based in the Scottish castle Darkmore. Although
he loves scary stories and especially horror films, the events
that take place during this vacation are truly hair-raising.
Interactive mystery: the readers themselves decide how the
investigation should proceed.

• These interactive adventures allow the reader to
determine what direction the story will take, giving kids a
greater stake in the outcome
• Each book contains many different adventures
• Very successful concept
ABOUT THE SERIES
An interactive approach to books: one title - many different
stories! Because the readers themselves are the heroes in
these stories, they are very likely to identify with them. The
Thousand Dangers books have long been among the most
successful titles in our program. The series will be continued
with two new books every year.
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CONTENT
You are traveling by bus with a group of 30 young people to
a camp based in the Scottish castle Darkmore. You like scary
stories and love horror films, but the things that happen
during this vacation are a bit too much...
The bus that is supposed to bring you all to Darkmore goes
off the road at twilight and lands in a ditch. Fortunately, no
one is hurt, but the creepy bus driver somehow disappears
without a trace. You all see a sign reading "Castle Darkmore
- 5 km" and decide to hike through the woods to Darkmore.
Suddenly, the other children disappear and you are standing
alone in the dark forest. You continue on the path and
actually reach the castle. The castle owner, a mysterious
man who somehow resembles the bus driver, opens the
castle door. As you turn to run to the next town the
drawbridge raises - you are trapped...and now your castle
adventure begins in earnest!
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THE AUTHOR
Fabian Lenk was born in Salzgitter, Germany in 1963. He
studied journalism and worked for various newspapers. In
1996 he published his first detective novel for adults. In the
meantime he has become a seasoned mystery novel author
and has published diverse mysteries for adults, historical
children's mysteries as well as several volumes of mysteries
to solve.
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